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ESTRATTO
Remarks on the Decoration and Iconography of the Syriac Gospels, British Library, Add. 7174

The aim of this paper is to draw attention to a very unusual Syriac manuscript which has hitherto remained almost unknown to scholarship. I refer to the Evangelistary in the Peshitta version in the British Museum, catalogued as Add. 7174. The manuscript has previously been noted by J. Leroy in his catalogue of illuminated Syriac manuscripts following the earlier short description by F. Rosen and J. Forshall.¹

Information about the history of the book is not to be found in the colophon but in the notes on the folios 206 et 213.² These state that the manuscript was written in the year 1499 AD by a certain Elias in Mosul, for the church dedicated to James Dismembered and St. George at Tell Ziqufa.³

The Evangelistary belongs to the class of the codex de luxe and a lot of effort has been devoted to making it as splendid as possible. However the way this manuscript was written and decorated is very unusual, giving it a special place in the history of the Syriac manuscripts.

The codex is of parchment with 219 folios which measure approximately 35x23 cm. These dimensions have been increased by about 5 cm in the process of restoration and rebinding undertaken at the beginning of the 18th century. On this occasion the parchment leaves were glued to

---

¹Abbreviations:
London, BL London, British Library
Paris, BN Paris, Bibliothèque nationale
Rome, BV Rome, Biblioteca Vaticana


larger paper leaves and two pages of paper with drawings were added at the beginning and end of the book. 4

The manuscript is written in a very skilled hand in large estrangelo characters. In the ordinary text, divided into two columns, the characters are about 1 or 1.5 cm tall, whereas in the titles they are as much as 4 cm tall. The latter are painted rather than written. The characters there are often decorated with a pattern of white and brown dots. Especially ‘alaph takes a picturesque form, very like a giraffe (fig. 1).

The ink used for the ordinary text is black. For the titles and rubrics black with red punctuation (or vice versa), red and gold. Moreover the readings for Palm Sunday and Easter are written in gold throughout, with black punctuation marks (fig. 2). The ends of the chapters or paragraphs are decoratively marked by squares and rectangles filled with coloured vegetation patterns, starlike crosses and interlacings. The numeration of the chapters and paragraphs is inserted into the culs-de-lampe and other scribal flourishings with a variety of forms and colours 5 (fig. 3).

The most advanced stage in the decoration is represented by a cross-carpet page placed on the folio 22r (fig. 4). It is composed of stylised vegetation motifs tinted in red, pale green and yellow. The central field is occupied by a Greek cross composed of four large leaves. Leaves of the same kind but diminished to half-size constitute a sort of frame. The area between them is filled by small wine leaves and vines arranged symmetrically.

If full-page crosses are common in Greek, Latin and Oriental manuscripts, especially in the Gospel Books, 6 cross-carpet pages occur in a group of Syriac manuscripts written and decorated in the region of Mosul. 7 One of the oldest examples is the 16th century Borgia 169


5 It seems that according to Syrian tradition this aspect of book decoration as well as the crosses and carpet pages were usually made by the scribe, while the miniatures were produced by the painter; Leroy, Mss. Syr., p. 406-407. I could observe the same division of work when the scribe malphono Asmar al-Khouri († 1993) worked on the hand-written Evangeliiary now printed in the St. Ephrem Monastery in The Netherlands. In addition to the text he produced the carpet pages, head-pieces and other page-decorations but the miniatures he ordered from a German painter.


(Rome, BV) which copies a model from the end of the 13th century\(^8\) (fig. 5).

The idea of a cross embedded in a square pattern is however much older. It goes back to the early Christian era when veiled cross symbolism was preferred.\(^9\) It seems that a similar idea is present on our page as well. The cross is hardly discernible among other motives. However we are not dealing here with the usual decoration of cross-carpet pages which use distinct geometrical elements to build up and emphasise a form of the cross. In our miniature everything is composed of curved vegetal motifs\(^10\) which makes the page very similar to a carpet or a piece of textile. J. Leroy who did not recognize a cross on this page, only a carpet-like decoration, recalls Turkish tapestries from 16th century as a parallel.\(^11\)

Another striking feature of this miniature is its place in the manuscript. It does not open or close the codex but faces the representation of the Baptism of Christ and the text of Matthew telling of this event.

According to a very ancient tradition full page crosses or carpet-pages at the beginning and at the end of a manuscript, primarily in the Gospels, had a special rôle.\(^12\) They solemnly announced and closed the sacred text and protected the book as apotropaic signs. It is difficult to know why in our manuscript the carpet-page received such an unusual placing. It does not mark any special division of the text, nor of the miniature cycle. The reading concerning the Baptism is important but not the most important for an Evangelistary. Perhaps some practical cause, not obvious to us, lay behind this arrangement.\(^13\)

\(^8\) A. Stegenšek, "Eine syrische Miniaturenhandschrift des Museo Borgiano", OC 1 (1901) 343-355.


\(^10\) The symbolic meaning of the cross decorated with or composed of vegetal motifs is well known, cf. J. Fleming, "Kreuz und Pflanzenornament", Byzantinoslavica 30 (1969) 88-115, but it is very unlikely that it was used consciously by our painter. The miniature seems to have a purely decorative character.

\(^11\) O. van Falke, Kunstgeschichte der Seidenweberei, Berlin 1921, figs. 517-518. The similar patterns are to be find not only on Turkish carpets but also on the book covers and textiles from the same time, cf. for instance M. Sözen, The Evolution of Turkish Art and Architecture, Istanbul 1987, fig. 164; T. Öz, Turkish Textiles and Velvets: XIV-XVI Century, Ankara 1950, pl. XIX. We can observe however that they were never arranged as in our Syrian miniature, i.e. in the form of a cross.

\(^12\) Leroy, Mss. Syr., p. 113-125; E. Dinkler & E. Dinkler-von Schubert, Kreuz: (n. 6), cols 169-174.

\(^13\) It is possible that this accidental inserting of the carpet pages in the text is typical for the group of the Gospel Books produced in Mosul area between the 12th and the 13th century, cf. Leroy, Mss. Syr., p. 407, n. 1.
The manuscript is illustrated with nine miniatures including the two on the additional paper pages inserted as the first and the last folio. The first of them represents four writing evangelists placed in circular fields and a stylized flowering bush in the middle, the second the Twelve Apostles arranged in two rows and shown under arches.\(^{14}\) Since both subjects fit very well as the introductory and closing picture in an Evangelistary it is possible that they copy and replace original, damaged miniatures.

The miniatures in the parchment do not represent a very high artistic level. We may call them coloured drawings rather than painted miniatures. The play of colours is mostly limited to green, red and the colour of the parchment. Sometimes dark blue and brown appear. The quality of the pigments is bad and in many places the colour has faded away.

The miniatures are in various forms but none occupies a full page. They are surrounded by simple red or beige frames. The most striking feature of these pictures is however their position on the page in relation to the text. All of them are turned 90 degrees. This lack of concern for the consistency of viewpoint is not unusual in the Syriac manuscripts. We may mention here other books such as the collection of menare in the Patriarchal Library in Homs or the Gospels in the Harvard College Library,\(^ {15}\) The same phenomenon also occurs in some Armenian manuscripts. We can observe it for instance in the group of the manuscripts which shows the four Evangelists depicted in on one miniature.\(^ {16}\) The unusual position of these pictures is however less disturbing in comparison with the Syriac ones because usually there is no text on these pages.

According to A. Grabar the horizontal arrangement of the pictures is accidental and has no special significance.\(^ {17}\) We will see however that in the case of our manuscript it may indicate that the rôle of the picture has changed from illustrating the text to decorating the manuscript.


The style of the miniatures is very specific. It is easy to observe that the influence of Islamic painting is stronger here than in many other Syriac miniatures. The scenes are represented on a background of uniform colour, often decorated with vegetation, making it very like a fabric. The composition of the scenes shows a tendency to place the figures in such a way that they are aligned to the sides of the frame or towards the corners. Sitting figures have squat proportions. The faces are pear-shaped with elongated eyes. The beards are short and triangular, the moustaches thin and hanging down — feature obviously borrowed from the Mongol painting tradition. The red dots used for modelling on the cheeks and forehead must be a heritage from Mamluk miniatures. We can even observe the eyebrows drawn with single lines, a method typical of old Arab painting. The garments and accessories probably reflect the contemporary dress of the Mosul area. From the stylistic point of view the best comparative material is to be found in the Turkish manuscript containing Hurşidname of Cemalızade (Paris, BN, turc. 355) also written and decorated about the year 1500 (fig. 6).

The miniatures represent the christological cycle and the scenes seem to be chosen so that they cover all the periods of Christ’s life.

The first scene (fol. 12 r) displays twelve persons in three rows on a red background with a vegetation pattern (fig. 7). Shown in three-quarter view with the same gesture — left hand raised — they seem to move from right to left towards a decorative element outside the frame containing the character beth for number 2. All wear long garments and tripartite headdress.

The figures themselves are treated decoratively. Their dress is of alternating colour: a garment of the colour of the parchment is matched by brown shoes and a turban while a brown garment is completed by a turban and shoes in the colour of the parchment.

J. Leroy in his catalogue description of the scene connects these persons with the twelve apostles. Later however he makes the suggestion

---

18 See for instance: Oriental Miniatures of Abu Raihoun Beruni Institute of Orientology of the Uz[bek]SSR Academy of Sciences, Tashkent 1980, fig. 5.


20 Ibid., figs 31-35.

that they may represent the Magi.\textsuperscript{22} It seems that this latter hypothesis is correct. Firstly we observe that the chapter 2 of Matthew, telling the story of the Wise Men starts on the next page. It contains the following passage: “The star they (the Magi) had seen in the east went ahead of them until it stopped over the place where the Child was”. If we look closer at the decorative element placed outside the miniature with twelve persons we realize that it represents a stylised eight-armed star\textsuperscript{23} which also serves as frame for the number 2, obviously referring to chapter two of Matthew.\textsuperscript{24} The twelve persons seem to be following the star and pointing to it. Since the Nativity is represented on the next page we may surmise that the painter intended to illustrate the fragment of the text quoted above. Another argument for such an interpretation of the scene concerns the secondary inscription added in the margin of the page identifying the twelve persons as magiē i.e. Magi.

The Magi who follow the star appear very early in the group of monuments which show the story of the kings divided into episodes. On the so-called ambo from Saloniki, dated to the 5th century (Istanbul, Archeological Museums), the first episode represents the Magi as traveling, the second as bringing gifts to Jesus.\textsuperscript{25} The relief from the ciborium of San Marco in Venice, usually dated to the 6th century, represents the Magi consulting a sphere, a manuscript and the stars, the dream of Herod, and finally the Adoration itself.\textsuperscript{26}

In Syriac literature in addition to the tradition of the Three Wise Men we also find one saying that they were twelve in number. We learn their

\textsuperscript{22} Leroy, Mss. Syr., p. 397.

\textsuperscript{23} It is possible that this element derives from the decoration of carpet-pages in the Koran, cf. for instance some examples written in Mosul, In Pursuit of Excellence: Works of Art from the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts, Istanbul 1993, pl. 10 A-B, but in the Syrian miniature its function is changed: from a purely decorative form the star was transformed into an important iconographical element of the scene with the Magi.


\textsuperscript{26} The relief is on the column B which has not been studied yet from the iconographical point of view, cf. J. Lafontaine- Dosogne, Iconographie de l’Enfance de la Vierge dans l’empire byzantin et en Occident, Bruxelles 1964/65, p. 169.
names from the story called *On the revelation of the Magi...* the text of which is known from the *Chronicle* of Pseudo-Dionysius of Tel-Mahre written in 775. Since the same story, but in an abbreviated form, is contained in a Latin commentary called *Opus Imperfectum in Matthaeum*, dated to the end of the 5th century, we may surmise that the Syriac original of the story was composed earlier. The *Cave of Treasures* tells of three Magi but in the text known as the *History of the Blessed Virgin Mary* it is said that three kings with nine men arrived in Bethlehem — a kind of reconciliation of the two traditions.27

In a letter of Jacob of Edessa († 708) we find information about the Magi of a special importance for the history of iconography. He wrote: "The Magi ... were not just three as the painters with their colours show people, having heard about the three gifts ... but twelve as the more exact written story tells...."28 The opinion of Jacob is quoted by the Syrian chroniclers Michael the Syrian (12th C.) and Bar Hebraeus (13th C.). Also Solomon of Basrah (13th C.) in his *Book of the Bee* writes about twelve Magi whom he divides into three groups according to the three kinds of gifts.29

The tradition about the twelve Magi has not been known to find expression in the visual arts. Most of the representations, the Syrian included, depict only three Wise Men, just as Jacob of Edessa observed.30 Occasionally they are two or four. The former variant appears for instance in the paintings in Saints Peter and Marcellinus in Rome, dated to the third century and in a Coptic textile in Athen, Benaki Museum, dated to the 7th century,31 the latter in the painting in the catacombs of Domitilla in Rome, in the Armenian Gospels, Matenadaran 6201, or in the

---


29 Witakowski, "The Magi in Syriac Tradition" (see n. 27 above).


Christian Arabic manuscript containing the *Arabic Gospel of Infancy*, in Florence, Biblioteca Laurenziana, (Med. Pal. orient. 387).\(^{32}\)

We know only one example which shows twelve Wise Men. It is the coloured drawing made by a certain Abraham in 1908 together with other pictures representing scenes from Jesus’ life, incorporated in a Syriac Gospel Book, today preserved in St. Petersburg, Oriental Institute, (Ms. Dietrich nr.1).\(^{33}\) It shows the Virgin Mary sitting in the centre with Jesus on her knees, flanked by twelve Magi arranged in two rows of six. Each of them brings a gift (fig. 8). A very long inscription written around the picture contains two quotations from Matthew (2:1b-2; 2:11) and a short poem on the twelve Magi bringing the gifts.\(^{34}\)

As we see, the only thing common to our miniature and the picture by Abraham is the number of the Magi. It is obvious that the painters did not follow any established iconographical tradition. Both illustrated a Syriac apocryphon but each according to his own conception.

The miniature representing the Nativity follows directly that of the Magi and occupies the verso side of the same folio (fig. 9). It is composed of two parts: the upper part is placed on the page in the usual way, while the lower is turned 90 degrees. In the centre of the upper part the Virgin Mary is represented. Only her head, covered by a dark blue *maphortion*, is visible; the rest of her body is covered by a rectangle representing a kind of coverlet. To her right the small child wrapped in cloth is lying on a green mattress. The ox and the ass which are usually present in the rendering of the Nativity are not depicted. On the left side a female figure


\(^{33}\) N. Pigulevskaja, “Manuscrits syriques bibliques de Leningrad”, *Revue Biblique* 47 (1938) 87-88; Leroy, *Mss. Syr.*, p. 426. At present the code of the manuscript is Syr. 26. The drawings are glued to pages which originally belonged to another manuscript containing the sermons of Jacob of Serug.

\(^{34}\) *Βα-γαμώνα δ’-Αγ(ι)στος Κέσαρ μαλκάς τρα-ςαρ δας-να ι-Υες-ου* ῥα-ρεβ[(w)] w-λα ὁσαρ(w) w-‘al Ἡρώδες ἀγιων wo-amsar(w)... — “In the days of Augustus Caesar, the kings of Persia, twelve Magi, brought gifts to Jesus and did not fail. And they held Herod in low esteem and contempt...”.
sits and stretches her right hand towards Mary. She wears a robe in the colour of the parchment and a green head-dress. In the left corner we can recognise the figure of a lying man who must represent Joseph sleeping. Sketched in black ink he is almost invisible between the vegetation designs which cover the background.

We may also remark the compositional peculiarity of this scene. The painter applied two different points of view: the so-called bird's eye perspective for the coverlet of the Virgin Mary, the Child in its mattress and Joseph, but for the head of Mary and for the figure of the midwife the so-called frog's eye perspective. This method is known from the Jewish and Mozarabic artistic traditions but is primarily used by Syrian painters. Let us recall here the most spectacular example, the Last Supper in the Gospel Book in London, BL, Or. 7169.

The lower part of the Nativity has the neutral parchment-coloured background decorated with floral motifs. We can see there five persons with their right hands raised, moving from right to left, i.e. towards the Virgin Mary. They wear similar clothing to that of the Magi but more colourful. The inscription added by a second hand identifies the Virgin Mary, the Child as Mihā — the Christ, the female figure as Mary's midwife and the figures from the lower part of the miniature as the shepherds.

Since the page which precedes this miniature contains the passage from the second chapter of Luke reading "... (the shepherds) hurried off and found Mary and Joseph and the baby who was lying in the manger. When they had seen him they spread the word concerning what had been told them about this child....", we may be sure that this scene is intended to illustrate the quoted fragment.

In the Eastern iconographical tradition the Arrival of the Shepherds is not very common scene. The early Christian and Byzantine art preferred to combine the Nativity with the Annunciation to the shepherds as we can see for instance on the column B of the ciborium in San Marco or in the mosaics of John VII in Rome. However the shepherds approaching

---

35 Grabar, "Les illustrations des Beatus mozarabes" (see n. 17 above), figs 6-8, 12.
36 Leroy, Mss. Syr., fig. 129:1. See also ibid., figs 120:2, 121:2.
38 See note 26 and W. de Grüneisen, Sainte Marie Antiqué, Rome 1911, pl. (IC)XXI, fig. 83. The shepherds in the manuscript London, BL, Add. 7169, (Leroy, Mss. Syr., fig. 118:1) did not belong to the Nativity but should be seen as the part of the symbolic scene of the Adoration which shows Mary enthroned and the Child ap-
the crib appear quite often in the early Ethiopian manuscripts and in the miniatures of the Vaspurakan school. As the figures who symbolise mankind awaiting salvation and witness to the birth of the Saviour they were often represented with their hands raised to express excitement and veneration for the Child. Generally Syrian artists adopted the Early Christian and Byzantine formula of the scene as we can see for instance in the miniature in the Gospel Books in London, BL, Add. 7170 and in Rome, BV, Syr. 559.

Although the Gospels do not mention how many shepherds came to the crib, three is the number that has been universally depicted, also by the Syrian artists. However in our miniature they are five — a rare tradition which is to be found in Cappadocia, in two churches: Kokar Kilise and Pürelilı seki kilisesi, where they are named by the words creating the magic square: Sator, Arepo etc.

The upper part of the miniature also differs from the common scheme of the Nativity. The Virgin Mary hidden under the geometrical coverlet represents the focal centre of the composition. She has no direct connection with the Child, who is consigned to a corner, or even partly left outside the frame of the miniature. The person whose importance seems to be underlined here, both by her almost central position and her size, is the midwife.

In Eastern and Syrian representations of the Nativity, which as a rule include the scene of Jesus being bathed, a midwife regularly receives a place. She plunges the Child into a chalice-shaped bath or holds Him on her knees while another midwife brings a jug of water. However this very old iconographical motif, which was created independently from the

proached by the Magi and the shepherds. The early representation of this type is known from the Monza pilgrim phials, A. Grabar, *Ampoules de Terre Sainte (Monza – Bobbio)*, Paris 1958, pls I, II, IV, VIII.


textual sources, is not represented in our miniature. Since the midwife seems to stretch her hand towards the Virgin Mary or to touch her coverlet we may surmise that the painter intended to represent here the episode of the doubting Salome seeking help for her withered hand, a topic developed by the Protoevangelium of James. As the early parallels for this rare scene we may recall the Coptic wall-painting in Al-Mu'allaqah church dated to the 5th, and the ivory relief of Maximianus’ throne in Ravenna, dated to the 6th century.

Neither is the figure of Joseph in our miniature of the usual kind. In the Eastern pictorial tradition he is represented as sitting opposite Mary and passively resting his head on his hand. Another variant, showing him turning away from Mary and the Child, seems to express the idea that he was not the father of Jesus. Both types were used by the Syrian painters as we can see for instance in the miniatures of the manuscripts London, BL, Add. 7162 and Or. 3372.

In our miniature however Joseph seems to be asleep, which suggests that the painter interpolated into his version of the Nativity the scene of Joseph’s second dream concerning the departure to Egypt which is also narrated in the second chapter of Matthew. Usually it is represented separately and contains the figure of an angel omitted in our miniature.


47 Leroy, Mss. Syr., figs 118:1 and 65.

Taking the Nativity scene as a whole we can conclude that also in this
case the painter composed an independent formulation of the subject,
based more on literary than on pictorial tradition.

The scene which represents the Baptism of Christ (fol. 21v) is limited
to two persons (fig. 4). Jesus completely naked is sitting in yellow water
in which three large fish swim. He looks very Mongolian with his trian-
gular beard, thin moustache and hair tied up on the top of his head. The
Baptist, wearing a long blue garment, a blue turban and black shoes, is
standing on a bank represented as a red surface patterned with vines. He
stretches his hand over Christ’s head. The added inscriptions identify the
two persons by their names.

Although the miniature directly follows the text of Matthew which
reads: “At that moment heaven was opened and he (Jesus) saw the Spirit
of God descending like a dove and lighting on him. And a voice from
heaven said, ‘This is my son…’”, there is no dove in the miniature. The
act of baptism alone is depicted. The omission of the dove, a ray of light
or a manus dei which would indicate the presence of God is surprising
because these elements are important in explaining that the Baptism of
Jesus was an event of divine epiphany.⁴⁹ They are always present, even in
the earliest representations such as that of the Rabboula Gospels, which
uses the scheme limited to two persons, just as our miniature does.⁵⁰ The
later Syrian tradition adopted a pre-iconoclastic Byzantine scheme which
includes the elements already mentioned, the angels, a column bearing a
cross standing in the water, a tree with an axe alluding to John’s sermon
of repentence, and sometimes the personification of the River Jordan.⁵¹
None of these can be found in our miniature. Instead, in the water be-
hind Jesus a pulpits or a little stool is depicted. This curious object may be
identified with the help of the Baptism scene from the manuscript con-

⁴⁹ G. de Jerphanion, “Epiphanie et Théophanie: le Baptême de Jésus dans la
liturgie et dans l’art chrétien”, La voix des monuments NS, Paris 1930, 165-88; Ch.
abbreviated formula accompanied by the personification of the Jordan, painted
separately, but close by, illustrates the psalm CXIII:3 in the Greek Psalter, London,
BL, Add. 19352, fol. 154r, S. Der Nersessian, L’illustration des psautiers grecs du Moyen
Age II: Londres, Add. 19352, Paris 1970, fig. 248.

the Miniatures of the Syriac Manuscript Plut. I. 56 in the Medicaean Laurentian
Library, Olten-Lausanne 1959, fol. 4v.

7169 and the Gospel Book in Deir ez-Za’farān, Leroy, Mss. Syr., pls 67:1, 79:1, 121:1,
128:2.
taining Al-Asār al-Bāqiyyah ‘an al-Qurūn al-Khāliyyah (Chronology of the World) by al-Birūnī (Edinburgh, University Library, ms. 161) written 1307. In the water in front of Jesus we can see a kind of desk with shoes on it (fig. 10).

The next miniature (fol. 97v) represents the Entry into Jerusalem (fig. 11). Christ, this time depicted as a youngish man, is dressed in a red garment and a white turban. He rides a donkey side-saddle and his right hand is raised. Ten persons wearing long garments and turbans are coming towards him. Originally they held branches which are now almost invisible. A large vegetation motif which can hardly be recognised behind the figure of Christ must represent a tree. The added inscription reads: "The ceremony of the Entry of Our Lord into Jerusalem".

Here the deviation of our miniature from the usual iconography of the scene, which was otherwise adopted by the Syrians, is obvious. No apostles are following Jesus. Nor do we see the city gate or boys spreading garments on the road or climbing trees. The people meeting Jesus do not form a procession but seem to be coming from all directions. A similar composition apparar in the miniature at present inserted to another manuscript written in Mosul, the Gospel Book preserved in the Chaldean Patriarchate in this town (fig. 12).

The place of the miniature in our manuscript deserves attention as well. The scene precedes the text of John (chapter 11) which tells how Jewish priests reacted on hearing about the raising of Lazarus. Placing the miniature of the Entry into Jerusalem side by side with this text the Syrian painter follows the idea developed by John only. In his text the miracle of the resuscitation in Bethany is connected with the exultation of the people, who having seen what Jesus has done, recognise him as the Messiah and honour him as the anointed king.

The manuscript contains no miniature which represents or alludes to the Passion of Jesus. The pictorial narrative goes directly from the Entry into Jerusalem to the events which took place after his death. The first picture (fol. 126r) in this group shows the Resurrection (fig. 13). Six

---


54 The miniature belongs to the suite of the pictures which at present decorates the manuscript Paris, BN, Syr. 344, Leroy, Mss. Syr., p. 417.
soldiers are sleeping before the tomb in the garden suggested by a green background and red, stylised plants. The stone is already rolled back. We may note that here again two points of view are applied. The inscription identifies the tomb and the soldiers as Jews guarding the grave. The upper part of the miniature is difficult to interpret. Two bearded men, each with his right hand raised, are kneeling before a young man. His body is injured and we can only see that he is holding up his left hand. Behind the kneeling men a woman stands. Both her hands are raised. The inscription identifies her as Mary, the two men as angels and the young man as Christ.

In the Eastern tradition the most common formula of the Resurrection follows the text of Mark and represents the three Holy Women arriving at the tomb. Instead of the missing Jesus they see an angel who tells them about the Resurrection. In the Gospel of Matthew only two women visit the tomb. According to Luke there were three of them and they met two angels; the Evangelist mentions that Peter also saw the empty grave. Finally John relates how Mary of Magdala brought Peter and the Other Disciple and showed them the empty tomb. When they had left the garden Jesus appeared to her.

Since the miniature is preceded by the text of John which ends with the Noli me tangere event we could suppose that the representation also relies on John. Consequently the women should represent Mary of Magdala, the two kneeling figures two angels seen by her outside the grave and the young man sitting on the left Jesus, just as the second hand inscription maintains. In the two bearded male persons without wings one would rather be inclined to see the disciples than the angels, the more so since a formula is known which shows Peter and John accompanying the Holy Women at the grave. However it seems more probably


56 Two apostles and the Holy Women at the grave appear in Armenian representations, for instance in the wall-painting decorating the Church of the Holy Cross in Aght’amar or in the manuscript in Jerusalem, Armenian Patriarchate, Ms. 1918, S. Der Nersessian, Aght’amar: Church of the Holy Cross, Cambridge Mass. 1965, p. 45, pl. 69; eadem, The Chester Beatty Library: a Catalogue of the Armenian Manuscripts, Dublin
that even in this case the author of the miniature did not pay attention to
the iconographical rules but created a picture which strictly follows the
illustrated text.

The next picture (fol. 147v) shows two women approaching two sit-
ting men (fig. 13). The miniature is placed at the end of the text of Luke
relating Jesus' last appearance to the disciples, and before the text of
Mark about the Holy Women, which starts on the next page. The person
who supplied the miniatures with the inscriptions must have been very
uncertain about the subject of this picture and left it without any expla-
nation.

Judging from the place of the miniature in the text we can be certain
that it still belongs to the Resurrection series. Since the gestures of the
men may express astonishment and those of the women despair, we may
assume that the painter depicted here in abbreviated form the moment
when the Holy Women tell the Apostles about the empty grave, and their
meeting with an angel — a scene which is very seldom represented,
whether in Eastern or Western art.\footnote{Millet, \textit{Recherches sur l'iconographie} (see n. 37 above), p. 554.}

Between the two texts on the Resurrection mentioned above one
more miniature is inserted (fol. 148r) (fig. 14). It represents four kneeling
persons with raised hands. Above them there is a winged youngish figure
soaring in the air. The scene is displayed against a red and green back-
ground. The black stripes visible on the red part probably depict a flash
of lightning. On the green part the stars are represented. The added
inscription reads: "... and (he) was taken up into heaven".

The Ascension with Christ ascending into heaven with the help of
wings is without any doubt an unusual scene. Taking into consideration
the general Islamic character of the manuscript J. Leroy supposed that
the scene had been influenced by Islamic iconography, particularly by
the scene representing the Ascension of Muhammad, when the prophet is
carried to heaven by the winged Buraq or by an angel.\footnote{Leroy, \textit{Mss. Syr.}, p. 401-402. See also R. Ettinghausen, "Persian Ascension
Miniatures of the XIV Century", \textit{in:} \textit{Islamic Art and Archaeology: Collected Papers},
Berlin 1984, p. 244-67.} He also pointed out the similarity between the figure of Christ in our miniature and the
representation of Christ in the Ascension scenes composed by the Islamic

\footnote{1958, p. 56. Some early Ethiopian miniatures (for instance in the Gospel Books from
the Monasteries of Hayq, Kabran and Dâq) represent Peter, John, Mary of Magdala,
Christ and an angel, E. Hammerschmidt, \textit{Äthiopische Handschriften von Tänäsee, I},
Wiesbaden 1973, fig. 38; \textit{Ethiopie: Manuscrits à peinture}, Paris 1961, pl. XVI.}
painters, as for instance in this in the miniature of the Turkish manuscript containing Zübdetü'l Tevârîh "Cream of Histories", illuminated by Seyyid Loqman, (Istanbul, Türk-İslam Eserleri Museum, Ms nr. 1973)\(^59\) (fig. 15).

It seems however that the painter did not need Islamic art to provide the inspiration for his Ascension. He could find it in the repertory of Christian art. The subject of the Christ-Angel developed on the basis of Old Testament texts which many times name the Messiah as the Messenger of God, the Messenger of the Covenant, or the Angel of Great Counsel (Mal. III:1; Is. IX,6). The Psalmist imagines God riding on the wings of wind (Ps. CIII:3). These ideas were taken over by early Church Fathers, first by Justin, and later by Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite.\(^60\) The antenicene tradition recognises the Word of God in the angels of the Biblical theophanies. For instance according to the oriental Church Fathers the Christ of the Trinity who appeared to Abraham and Sarah in Mamre had the form of an angel.\(^61\) When represented in art this scene shows Christ with wings and sometimes with a cruciform nimbus.\(^62\)

The winged Christ is represented in the Crucifixion scene in the wall-painting in the churches of the Monastery of Choziba and that of the Holy Cross in Aght’amar.\(^63\) In a group of manuscripts containing the homilies of Gregory Nazianzen the picture of the Christ-Angel, understood as the Logos, illustrates his second paschal homily.\(^64\)

In the 13th century the Byzantine iconographers introduced a sophisticated, symbolic figure of the Angel-Wisdom represented as a winged person wearing a cruciform nimbus.\(^65\) The christological interpretation


\(^{60}\) For the problem of the Christ-Angel in the texts of the Church Fathers see J. Barbelos, Christus-Angelos, Bonn 1941.


\(^{62}\) Meyerdorff, "L'iconographie de la Sagesse Divine" (see n. 61 above), fig. 5.

\(^{63}\) Y. Meimaris, "The Hermitage of St. John the Chozibite, Deir Wady El-Quilt", Liber Annuus 28 (1978) 181-186, figs 12-13; Der Nersessian, Aght’amar (see n. 56 above), pl. 69.

\(^{64}\) S. Der Nersessian, "Note sur quelques images se rattachant au thème du Christ-Ange", [in:] Études byzantines et arméniennes, Louvain 1973, p. 43-47.

\(^{65}\) Meyerdorff, "L'iconographie de la Sagesse Divine" (see n. 61 above), p. 269-77.
Fig. 5-a. Rome, BV, Borganus 169, f. 40r
Fig. 6. Paris, BN, turc. 355, f. 28r
Fig. 7. London, BL, Add. 7174, f. 12r
Fig. 9. London, BL, Add. 7174, f. 12v
Fig. 12. Mosul, Chaldean Patriarchate
Fig. 15. Instanbul, Türk-İslam Eserleri Müzesi, Ms. nr. 1973, f. 46r
Fig. 17. Gotland, Hajnum church
Fig. 18. London, BL, Add. 7174, f. 152v
of this subject developed on the basis of the canon for Holy Thursday written by the hymnographer of Syrian origin, Cosmas of Maiuma.66

The eschatological character of our miniature, which the painter expressed by a dark, densely starred sky and flashes of lightning shooting across the burning red air, belongs to early Christian tradition. We find it in theophanies represented on Palestinian pilgrims' flasks dated to the 6th century.67 Our miniature must be compared in the first place with the Ascension from the Coptic Gospel Book written at the end of the 12th century (Paris, BN, Copte 13).68 We can see there Christ in heaven surrounded by an aureole of flames. In front of him twelve apostles show reverence by bowing down in proskynesis (fig. 16). The miniature illustrates the passage in Luke about the last appearance of Jesus to the disciples, that is, the text which precedes the Ascension in our manuscript.

When J. Leroy analysed this scene he pointed out the unique character of the representation and mentioned that no other images of Christ ascending to heaven on his own wings can be found in the repertory of Christian art. It seems however that the same idea had been applied in a relief from the church in Hajnum on the Swedish island of Gotland, dated to the end of the 12th century69 (fig. 17). It shows in the upper register a winged figure standing on a half circle and flanked by four persons. Two of them touch the wings of the central figure, two others are winged themselves. In the lower register four haloed persons are represented on either side of a column. The relief is damaged and we cannot see if each of them holds a staff or if the role of these vertical elements is to separate the four figures. Since another similar relief in this church represents the Crucifixion we may surmise that the scene in question is also christological.70 It could be the Resurrection, with Christ surrounded by the angels and with four guards at the grave shown in the lower register, or the Ascension in the presence of four angels and four apostles. The problem is difficult to solve but what is important to us is simply the fact that Christ ascends to heaven on his own wings.

---

67 Grabar, Ampoules de Terre Sainte (see n. 38 above), pls XXXIII-XXXVI, LIII.
Even if similarity between the Syrian miniature and the Gotland relief cannot be explained by the contacts between these two artistic milieus, the existance of a common, most probably oriental Christian source, is obvious.

In the last miniature (fol. 152v) four men dressed in different colours are represented on a uniform green background (fig. 18). Two of them are sitting with their left hands raised, one is kneeling with both hands raised and one looks up and points upwards. No inscription is visible. The text on the same page is taken from chapter 16 of John, that is Jesus’ farewell speech to the discipiles before the Passion. The picture is not informative at all but we may suppose that we are dealing here with a highly abbreviated scene of the Coming of the Holy Spirit,\(^7\) depicting only four apostles who with their gestures express astonishment, reverence and worship. Our hypothesis is also supported on the fact that the miniature is the last of the series illustrating the manuscript. Moreover in the farewell speech which precedes the miniature Jesus promises to send the Holy Ghost. The absence of the Dove is not surprising here if we take in consideration the fact that it was also omitted in the miniature of the Baptism.

We may now try to summarise the observations reached in this investigation.

The Evangelistary from Tell Ziqufa is in many aspects an unusual codex. On one hand it represents a very high level of workmanship in the matter of calligraphy and artistic design. On the other hand, the miniatures have rather the nature of sketches and are lacking in skill. There is good reason to believe that only one person was responsible for the production of the whole book. Elias, who in the dedicatory note presents himself as a scribe, seems also to have illustrated the manuscript. However not being educated in this area he did not consider it necessary to follow the rules which usually are binding for painters, but most often applies his own.

---

\(^7\) A. Grabar, "Le schéma iconographique de la Pentecôte", in: idem, L'Art de la fin de l'Antiquité et du Moyen Âge, Paris 1968, p. 616-27. The Syrians when representing the Pentecost applied either the early Christian formula with the apostles sitting in a row and illuminated by rays of light, as for instance in the Gospel Books: London, BL, Add. 7169 and Preussische Bibliothek, Sachau 304, or the Byzantine type which gathers the apostles in a semicircular group and adds representatives of the converted people in the centre, as for instance in the Gospels from the private collection in Diyarbakir and in the Monastery in Deir ez-Za'farân, cf. Leroy, Mss. Syr., figs 124:1, 126:2, 101:3, 134:2.
Many of our observations above support this conclusion. Firstly, looking at the manuscript as a whole we immediately get the impression that its decorativeness is not really of a kind a painter could create. The artist concentrates on the scripture. He writes in a beautiful decorative style and often transforms the characters into pictures. He plays with scribal flourishes and uses many aniconic motifs for the decoration. The miniatures are subordinated to the text. They begin to appear where the text of reading comes to an end, and take only as much place as it allows. Their main rôle is only to decorate, not to illustrate the story of Christ’s life. Consequently the artist feels no need to place them in such a way that the reader can easily contemplate them and follow their narrative. He chooses his subjects arbitrarily and the result is that he has composed a christological cycle which can be found nowhere else.

By transforming miniatures into a kind of decorative surface he has managed to hide his lack of skill in the drawing and painting of the human body. To the same end he always applies figures of one type only and simplifies more complicated scenes. This does not worry him because he is not conscious that there exist definite iconographical traditions to follow. He is not familiar with them and usually creates pictures more or less his own, guided by the texts he knows. The most obvious example is the scene with the twelve Magi.

All these characteristics make his manuscript a unique work and leaves it without any parallels. Consequently we may be sure that the manuscript is not an example of one more pictorial tradition which elsewhere has disappeared, as J. Leroy once supposed, but a result of individual creation by the scribe, who decided to produce the whole book according to his own concept.
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